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Keeping us connected
Welcome to the new edition of Start's Five ways to Wellbeing newsletter.
Sharing daily inspiring activites to keep your mind and body healthy during lockdown.

MONDAY: BE ACTIVE...
Try Nordic Walking
Boasting amazing benefits for your strength as well as your
cardiovascular fitness, Nordic walking is a great way to really make the
most out of your walks. However, it requires a particular technique and
the right equipment. Nordic walking is a method of using two Nordic
Walking poles when walking, that closely mirrors the technique used by
cross country skiers. The poles harness the power in the natural swinging
arm movement you make while walking and engage the upper body as
you push down and backwards on the poles. Nordic Walking also
encourages and develops symmetry in the body, so if you have a stronger
side, the technique can help to even out imbalances. By walking with
good posture and swinging the arm from the shoulders, over time the
back and chest muscles become stronger and more balanced.

TUESDAY: CONNECT...
Connect with Nature and Take a Break
When you have a creative block or can't focus, go outside were you can
breathe fresh air and connect with your surroundings. The combination
of removing yourself from negative energy and moving your body
outside is a powerful tool to stimulate and resolve problems. If there are
practical reasons why you can't leave the house, you could try leaning
out of your window for a few minutes, or alternatively, try a virtual forest
bath! Imagine you are walking through a natural wooded area. Notice
your surroundings, the smells, the sights, sounds and the feel of the air
on your skin and forest floor under your feet.

WEDNESDAY: TAKE NOTICE...
Notice Procrastination.....
...and try to do something about it! When we begin to find
ourselves procrastinating regularly, it can have implications for our
mental health. "Procrastination is rarely, if ever, due to laziness,
incompetence or lack of pride in our work – in fact, it’s usually the
opposite,” explains psychologist Dr Arroll. “Put simply,
procrastination is often because we care about a task and/or the
outcome too much, rather than too little.” Instead of setting
yourself unrealistic expectations like “I’m going to get the whole
project done today,” start out by breaking the work into little
chunks. “Chunk work by time, not task,” Dr Arroll explains. “Set an
alarm for 15 minutes – our concentration only lasts for 20 minutes
so the time chunk should be less than this – and work only on the
task for this amount of time. Then take a break, no matter where
you are in the job, for five minutes.

THURSDAY: KEEP LEARNING...
Make your Mark
Mastering mark-making techniques can enhance your drawing skills
and enable you to add texture and pattern to your work. The marks
can be precise and tidy, or loose and gestural. Using a pen or pencil,
try out the techniques below. Vary thick or thin lines and light or
heavy pressure for different results:
Gradient shading - using pencil to increase the greyscale from light
to dark; helps develop your shading control.
Stippling - small dots, close together or spaced out; useful for
creating shading and light or dark areas.
Crosshatching - drawing parallel lines close together, then
repeating another layer on top of the first in the opposite direction,
creating a 'linen' effect.

FRIDAY: GIVE...
Choose Love
The Choose Love online shop captures the true spirit of Christmas.
Customers can purchase much-needed items on behalf of refugees
in Europe, the Middle East and at the US-Mexico border. Products
include emergency essentials like hot food (£10) and Covid-19
support packs (£30), plus investments such as trauma counselling
(£25) and women’s support services (£25). The virtual shop also
features Choose Love T-shirts by British designers. And if you know
someone who would appreciate a donation on their behalf, you can
send personalised Choose Love e-cards as gifts. https://choose.love

ideas and inspiration welcome!
We would like you to get involved!
If you have any self care tips or creative ideas to share that may help others during this time please email
sarah@startinspiringminds.org.uk and we will add them to future newsletters, and be sure to visit our YouTube channel and
Instagram page for more ideas.
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